**BASIN LINE**

*Yof leon*

There's little less appealing than washing your hands in a shallow basin and then drenching your outfit. There's no danger of that happening here given the extremely generous depth of Victor Carrasco's design. Though we favour the sculptural quality of the column on the floor-mounted design, purists can choose a floating, suspended version instead.

*Basin, price to be confirmed, by Victor Carrasco, for Boffi, www.boffi.com*

---

**GOOD TIMING**

*Spin* clock

From Swarovski to Boffi, Rosenthal to Cappellini, we've followed the work of young designer Dror Benshetrit for some time. But imagine our surprise when we stumbled across his name in American superstore Target. The New York designer recently created a limited edition range, which includes this simple retro clock, with a considerably more accessible price tag than his previous creations. With a nod to George Nelson's classic clock designs from the 1950s, this one has the slightly gimmicky appeal of being foldaway too, so you can take it with you on your travels perhaps.

*Spin* wall clock, $25, by Studio Dror, from Target, www.target.com